LATERAL TRANSFER SYSTEMS

NO Rollers!

The ONLY air mattress that remains inflated and can be fine-tuned for individual comfort.

PLUS, RF welding and the absence of air holes, stitching and velcro ensures maximum infection control.

NO Airholes

NO Velcro or Stitching

See short in-service videos on our website.
Soft Foam Core - NO rollers

**Our Unique Conveyor**
**Belt Action** carries patient from surface to surface, powered only by a gentle “push”

*Lateral transfer without lifting*
No lifting required, staff back injury is reduced. The result can be savings on both workers compensation and insurance.

*Lateral transfer without noise*
Patients are not disturbed, annoyed or frightened by noise associated with airflow systems.

**150,000 Rollbords sold in Europe**
A proven effective and widely accepted product in thousands of hospitals around the world.

**Priced well below other technologies**
You can purchase a Rollbord for every room in your facility at a tiny fraction of the cost of mechanical devices.

**Patient rides on a soft surface**
Patient is comfortable with far less risk of skin tears, injury, bruising and agitation associated with transfers on slide sheets.

**Environmentally Friendly**
• NO Electricity
• NO Laundry/Detergents required

Rollbord bridges the “Gap”
Older airflow technology requires a bridge to cover gaps between surfaces. Slide sheet transfers across gaps are painful to the patient. Rollbord automatically bridges the gap and the patient feels nothing.
**McAuley Medical, Inc.** sets new standards in **SAFE** patient handling for BOTH patient AND caregiver with the AirSlide Lateral Transfer system. First, we **reduce back injuries** while keeping the patient comfortable during transfer. Secondly, with our new design, we take **infection control** to the next level.

**Can Be Used With or Without Air!** The AirSlide is an Air Mattress and Slide Sheet all in one device. It can be used with or without air so patient transfer and repositioning are simple and quiet. The AirSlide advantages include:

- Unprecedented patient comfort
- Workers Comp Costs Reduced
- Local Factory Authorized Distributors
- No need to inflate and deflate every time you want to transfer
- Interchangeable with all other brands
- Extended handles are ergonomically designed for proper posture
- No stitching, no air holes, no Velcro, no noise, no weight limit
- Large and Bariatric sizes available

**Reduces Injury** The AirSlide system reduces back injuries that occur when transferring a patient from one surface to another. Lateral transfers can be accomplished with fewer personnel while keeping the patient safe and comfortable. With the AirSlide system, medical staff can move a patient with ease throughout the facility for various procedures. With no metal parts, AirSlide is radiolucent and travels safely through X-ray and MRI.

**Infection Control** Infection control reaches a new level. Our patented technology removes all pin holes, stitching and Velcro, so microbes have nowhere to hide! It is estimated that infections kill 100,000 Americans every year. Treating hospital infections costs an estimated $30 Billion a year in the United States alone. MRSA - and other lesser known infections - are able to live in places that are hard to clean, such as pin holes, needle and thread stitching and Velcro.

The AirSlide System can be kept clean by using our optional disposable cover sheet, or simply wiping it down with a disinfectant spray or wipe. This keeps the mattress in use, rather than having to be sent to laundry.

**MRI SAFE!**

**Environment Friendly**

- Uses just 1/10 the electrical power of old airflow mattresses
- NO Laundry/Detergents required

**RF Welding and the absence of air holes eliminate the hiding places of bacteria**
The AirSlide air mattress only needs to be inflated once, and remains inflated while in use, providing unprecedented patient comfort during transfer, transport and most procedures.

Patent pending: FDA listed; Conforms to UL 60601, IEC 60601, CSA and CE.
Various sizes available
Rollbord is designed to fit a wide variety of departments and applications throughout your facility.

Anti-microbial treated material
Infection control helps prevent MRSA and other infectious microbes, and is easily wiped clean.

No air holes, No Velcro
No place for microbes to hide.

Folds in half, hangs on wall hook
System is easy to store, takes up little space, and can hang conveniently in every room of your facility.

Anti-Static Material

Disposable cover sheet
Inexpensive, disposable thin plastic cover protects Rollbord from soiling and provides an additional layer of infection control.
Repositioning Aids

### Reusable
- Can be laundered
- Low-friction nylon
- Tubular design

Clockwise from top:
- **Medium** Part # 450.0100
  - 40” x 32”
- **Large** Part # 450.1180
  - 40” x 50”
- **Small** Part # 450.0070
  - 28” x 28”
- **Ex. Large** Part # 2011
  - 48” x 70”

### Disposable
- No laundry required
- Wall and door mount options
- Non-woven fabric
- Low-friction on one side
- Instructions printed on dispenser pack
- Single patient use for maximum infection control

50 Sheet dispenser pack
- Part # 2.01 (31” x 13” x 5”; 13 lbs. Each sheet is 78” x 30”)
- Optional wall mount bracket Part # 2.09
- Optional door mount bracket Part # 2.10

### Glide Boards
**For Seated Transfer**

- **Self-Glide** Part # 470.0050
  - 20” long
- **Tetra Glide** Part # 470.0863
  - 25” long
- **Curved** Part # 470.0012
  - 27” long
- **Great** Part # 470.0080
  - 31” long
- **Biggest** Part # 470.0102
  - 40” long

Weight limit: 300 lbs.

### Turn Plate
**For Standing Pivot**

- Easily hangs on wall or door
- Medical grade plastic
- Rubber grip on bottom
- Use on any floor surface
- Easy to wipe clean

Part # 470.0380; 15” Diameter

(Please note: Turn Plate is shown being used with optional Gait Belt, part # 470.2199)

### Rotating Seat Cushion
**For Seated Pivot**

- Large Part # 8.01
  - 18” Diameter
  - (shown)
- Small Part # 460.1038
  - 15” Diameter

- Can be used in car, chair or bed
- Breathable, wickable material
- Soft and comfortable
- Comes apart easy for cleaning
- Can be laundered
- 2-piece construction with low-friction interior surfaces

### One-Way Slide Cushion
**For Fall Prevention**

- Slides back but NOT forward
- Maintains safe, secure posture
- Prevents fall-related injury
- Clearly labeled for proper orientation
- Soft, comfortable breathable/wickable material; tubular design
- Can be laundered
- Can be used in car, chair or bed

Part # 450.4060; 18” x 16”